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Lubricants

EO-NIROMONT lubricant for fi tting assembly

EO-NIROMONT lubricant for fl aring and forming tools

EO-NIROMONT are high perform-
ance lubricants specifi cally designed 
for the assembly of tube connections. 
They facilitate tightening using a low-
torque when assembling joints by 
hand. In machine assembly, the use 
of EO-NIROMONT ensures that max-
imum tool-life is achieved. In forming 
processes, such as Parfl ange® or 
EO2-FORM, smooth and error-free 
sealing surfaces can be produced. 
Special additives prevent cold weld-
ing when working with stainless
steel.

As opposed to when using Parker 
high performance lubricants, experi-
ence shows that the use of standard 
commercially available lubricants 
tend to lead to problems such as cold 
welding of forming tools, particularly 
when processing stainless steel tube.

Parker high performance lubricants – 
EO-NIROMONT – are offered in dif-
ferent containers and viscosities so 
that you can purchase the appropri-
ate product in a suitable container to 
meet your needs:

Liquid lubricant, plastic bottle 

(item: EONIROMONTFLUESSX)

Parker high performance lubricant for 
the lubrication of threads, progressive 
rings and for all cold forming process-
es like Parfl ange® or EO2-FORM. The 
handy plastic bottle means that it can 
be applied directly where the lubrica-
tion is needed. EO-NIROMONT liquid 
should always be available at every 
assembly point where hydraulic con-
nections are being made.

Liquid lubricant, refi ll package 

(Item: LUBSS) 

Parker high performance lubricant for 
all cold forming processes like Par-
fl ange® or EO2-FORM. Its viscosity 
means that it is for use in automatic 
lubrication devices installed in Par-

fl ange machines. Absolutely essential 
for mechanical cold forming of stain-
less steel tubes.

Paste lubricant, tin

(Item: EONIROMONTPASTX)

Parker high performance lubricant for 
the lubrication of the threads of the 
pre-assembly tool VOMO. The paste 
is economical and provides durable 
thread lubrication. Not suited for use 
with forming tools, as dust and swarf 
will stick to it.

Features, advantages and 

benefi ts of NIROMONT 

lubricant:

1. Highly effective – EO-NIRO-
MONT dramatically reduces as-
sembly effort. This helps to prevent 
fi tting failure resulting from insuf-
fi cient assembly.

2. Cost saving – Tools in assembly 
machines will last much longer, re-
sulting in high-quality tube forming 
with excellent sealing surface.

3. No cold welding – Cold welding 
of stainless steel threads is impos-
sible when EO-Niromont is prop-
erly applied.

4. Liquid – Penetrates even small 
gaps.

5. Paste – Stays in place for a while. 
Ideal for application on pre-as-
sembly tools.

6. Compatible – EO-NIROMONT 
and LUBSS do not effect fi tting 
surfaces or seal materials.

LUBSS

EO-NIROMONT

Ordering

Type Order code

EO-NIROMONT Assembly lubricant paste (130 g) EONIROMONTPASTX

EO-NIROMONT Assembly lubricant liquid (250 cc) EONIROMONTFLUESSX

EO-NIROMONT Forming tool lubricant refi ll (1 L) LUBSS


